Teaching with PowerPoint in Distance Education Courses by Putman, Linda.
Welcome to the “Teaching with PowerPoint in Distant Education Courses” training  
presentation. From this page you use the next button to navigate slide by slide 
through the presentation or you can click on a hyperlink to go to a specific slide.
1
First, select a  topic and build on it by gathering images, graphics and charts which 
support the topic.  Now prepare a new folder specifically for your presentation and 
materials which are related to it including images, videos, and graphics.
The workflow is to produce a plan, visualize the content, use animation to enhance 
the topic, add media, and then to save the presentation.
2
A plan will save you TIME! Use an outline, note cards or post-it notes to prepare a 
plan of action.
3
These basic guidelines can be used as a checklist as you work on the presentation. 
Here are some additional tips: (KISS) keep it simple sweetie, use sans serf fonts (Arial, 
Tahoma, Verdana, Helvetica),  use high contrast colors-themes are great!  Know the 
reason for  every animation, image, graphic on the slide. 
4
Remember, keep it simple! Always be clear, concise and consistent with colors, 
alignment, information and navigation.
5
Make the paradigm shift from all text to images which support text.  Add narration 
and teach the concept using auditory and visual learning modalities.
6
A simple activity can easily add interest to a lesson and link to further research.
7
Use a wide range of supportive information by inserting video or hyperlinks.
8
Easy navigation is essential. The goal is to keep technology out of the way so that you 
can concentrate on teaching a concept.
9
Explain the technology tools that are used in the presentation and provide hyperlinks 
to required readers, plug-ins etc.
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Support links are essential!
11
Save the presentation in different formats so that it is accessible to everyone.
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The information in this presentation is based on these sources. 
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